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Abstract

We have developed a reliable, stable NT Desktop en-
vironment for our customers. The services we pro-
vide include: Standard desktop applications (word
processing, spreadsheet, etc.), access to UNIX com-
pute servers, �le storage and backups, e-mail, print-
ing, calendar, netnews, web, and Internet access. We
founded our architecture by selecting open, standard
protocols rather than speci�c applications. This de-
coupled our client application selection process from
our server platform selection process. We could then
choose the server based on our needs for reliability,
scalability, and manageability and let customers in-
dependently choose their clients based on their needs
of platform (NT or UNIX), features, and preferences.
We can now choose between competing server prod-
ucts rather than be locked into the (potentially di�-
cult to manage) server required for a particular client
application. This created a \no compromises" envi-
ronment on the desktop as well as in our server room.
Our customers are happy because the \tail" doesn't
\wag the dog". Our ability to manage this infras-
tructure is superior because the dog doesn't wag the
tail either. The resulting system gives us a strong
base to build new services.

1 Introduction

Our department is responsible for providing desk-
top and back-end (server) computer and network
services for approximately 600 customers in the \re-
search" part of Bell Labs, a division of Lucent Tech-
nologies. We have a very stable and manageable
system that can scale as needed. In this paper we

�Currently an independent consultant

hope to refute several myths: (1) It is impossible
to provide reliable NT Desktop services. (2) It is
impossible to integrate NT and Unix into one coher-
ent environment. (3) Adding NT desktops means
getting rid of all UNIX back-end servers. We prove
these by demonstration.

2 Background

Bell Labs is biased towards open systems and pub-
licly available standards. As the inventors of UNIX,
we have a large and stable UNIX environment.
When PCs �rst appeared they were often castigated
to separate networks for security reasons and we re-
quired users to support themselves. Demand for
o�cial support grew at the same time as self ad-
ministered machines were causing havoc. Finally we
decided to give them o�cial support to limit their
damage. As NT grew in popularity in the industry,
our customers needed to use it and we integrated it
into our environment.

Our users (whom we call \customers" [Smallwood])
expect us to provide certain services and leave them
alone to be self-su�cient for selecting their own
tools, etc. We have a very technical customer base.
For example, we provide �le service but they se-
lect their own development environment. Since they
preferred this with their UNIX environment, we
adopted the same policy as we began o�cial sup-
port of PCs. There are three categories of services
we provide to our PC users.

The �rst category of services is related to deploy-
ment. We install new PC hardware, load the oper-
ating system, connect it to the network, and install
and con�gure all applications. We also handle all
account creation/deletion services and manage the



NT Domains. These are outside of the scope of this
paper, but are touched on as appropriate.

The second category is the main desktop applica-
tions that we provide. These include o�ce automa-
tion, e-mail, calendar, web browser, web publishing
tools, and access to UNIX compute servers (via X
windows and telnet).

The third category is the \back end" centralized ser-
vices we provide such as �le storage (with access
from NT or UNIX), backups and restores, printing,
netnews (bulletin board system), web servers (in-
tranet and external), and Internet access.

3 The Philosophy

Two philosophical rules guide our decisions as we
develop our environment. The �rst rule is to select
open systems and protocols whenever possible. The
other is to keep things simple. We have learned these
lessons the hard way, and now they serve us well
when we follow them.

3.1 The Rule of Open Systems

Customers want an application that has the features
and ease of use that they need. System Administra-
tors (SAs) want an application whose server is easy
to manage. Traditionally either the customers or
SAs have more \power" and make the decision in
private, surprising the other with the decision. If
the SAs make the decision the customers consider
them fascists. If the customers make the decision it
will no doubt be a package that is di�cult to ad-
minister which will make it di�cult to give excellent
service to the customers.

There is a better way that strikes a balance that lets
everyone win. We select protocols based on open
standards and permit each \side" to select their own
software. This decouples our client application selec-
tion process from our server platform selection pro-
cess.

Customers are free to choose the software that best
�ts their own needs, biases, and even platform. We
have a corporate standard client (software) that re-
ceives o�cial support but many of our customers
are happy self-supporting their own rogue selections.

We can not force people to use software they don't
like, so we must \use the carrot, not the stick" and
draw customers to our recommended software with
incentives of reliability and support.

We SAs can independently choose the server based
on our needs for reliability, scalability, and man-
ageability. We can now choose between competing
server products rather than being locked into the
(potentially di�cult to manage) server software and
platform required for a particular client application.
In many cases we can even choose our hardware and
software independently if a vendor supports multiple
hardware platforms.

For comparison, the opposite strategy would be to
let the customers select the application without the
informed consent of the sta� that would be run-
ning the servers. For example, a local (New Jersey)
pharmaceutical company selected a particular pro-
prietary e-mail package for their PC users after a
long evaluation. Their selection was based on user
interface and features with no concern for ease of
server management, reliability, or scalability. The
system turned out to be very unreliable when scaled
to a large number of users. In particular, data cor-
ruption problems were frequent and result in having
to send the e-mail database to the vendor through
the Internet for de-mangling. The system also stores
all messages from all users in a single large �le which
must be kept writable by anyone, which is a secu-
rity nightmare. Because the package is not based
on open protocols the system support sta� can not
seek out a competing vendor which would o�er a
better, more secure, reliable, server. Because of the
lack of competition the vendor considers server man-
ageability low priority and ignores the requests for
server-related �xes and improvements.

The answer is to strike a balance by decoupling the
client and server selections. Open protocols permit
us to do this because we can select clients from one
vendor and servers from another. These two ven-
dors' products talk to each other because the proto-
col between them is created in an open forum and is
publicly documented. Anyone could make a compat-
ible client or server. Consumers can choose between
any number of clients or servers. End-users can se-
lect from an array of clients, possibly even switch-
ing between di�erent ones for di�erent tasks. SAs
gain similar advantages. Vendors of server software
are forced to compete with each other on a level
playing �eld [Fair]. If the current server software
begins to lag behind the competition, SAs can opt



to switch to an alternative vendor without forcing
users to change clients. Vendors are more respon-
sive to their customers when they know that their
customers can leave them without signi�cant pain.

Critics would say that the customers are the center
of the universe and therefore their needs override
any concerns of the IS sta�. The IS sta� should be
able to learn any system that the customer selects.
However, the reliability and scalability of the server
is as much an issue to the customer as is a good
user interface. Customers may not feel scalability is
important, but they will understand that a mail sys-
tem ooded by chain letters should not buckle and
be down for a day as it is repaired. They might not
be concerned by whether or not the IS sta� will �nd
it easy to manage the server. However, they will be
frustrated if they have to wait a week for what seems
to be a simple request, but is actually a major under-
taking due to the way the server was designed. All
of these \secondary" issues are important to the cus-
tomer but usually only after a disaster has educated
them the hard way. The SAs have a responsibility to
present these concerns to the end-users in hope that
they will be adopted as concerns of their own. To do
this the SAs must partner with customers, use the
customers language, not technical jargon and other
techniques described in [Bashein].

3.2 The Rule of Simplicity

Supporting a mixed NT and UNIX environment is
very complicated. Others have met this complex-
ity by building larger, even more complicated sys-
tems to address the various issues. We feel that
is the wrong direction. We looked to break the
problem into smaller, more simple, chunks. Simple
chunks can be implemented. Di�cult chunks can
be thought about, pondered and researched until we
�nd simplifying principles and constructs that turn
them into simple chunks. If something can not be
simpli�ed we would rather leave it unimplemented
than create a monster that can not be tamed.1

While this sounds like we leave a lot unimplemented
the opposite is true. Delaying the di�cult chunks
gives us more time to implement the �rst chunks
\the right way". When those are complete, we
have a better understanding of the system and those
\more di�cult chunks" become easier to simplify.

1A cynical version of this is described as \The New Jersey

Approach" in [Gabriel].

Often we discover that those \di�cult chunks" were
hogwash that were not needed anyway. Either way,
our strategy achieves more because we can remain
focused on a smaller set of issues at a given time. It
is with great hubris that someone thinks they can
plan out an entire system without the bene�t of the
knowledge gained by �rst having solved smaller por-
tions of the problem.

4 The Services

We will now explain how we engineered each appli-
cation using those two philosophies. Some �t easily
into our philosophies. Others presented challenges.

4.1 E-Mail

The protocols we require for e-mail are the historic
Internet standards that the world uses:

Transport of mail must be via Simple Mail
Transport Protocol [RFC821]

Mailboxes must be accessed over the network
via Internet Message Access Protocol - Ver-
sion 4 (IMAP4) [RFC1730]

Mailboxes must be stored in UNIX Mail format
and be accessible from a UNIX platform

To meet these requirements, our supported client is
Netscape Mail, which access mailboxes via IMAP4,
on PC or UNIX. Some UNIX-oriented users use elm,
mh, mutt, or even /usr/ucb/mail. Our servers are
Sun Solaris 2.6 machines running Sendmail 8.8.8
[Allman] as an Mail Transport Agent (MTA) and
procmail [Berg] as a Mail Delivery Agent (MDA).
IMAP4 protocol is supplied by Sun's SIMS 2.1
IMAP4 Server product. We are evaluating the Uni-
versity of Washington IMAP4 server and may switch
to it in the future. Because both IMAP4 servers
store mailboxes in UNIX Mail format, we can change
servers with little e�ort.

We selected Solaris over NT because UNIX scales
better, is faster, can be made more secure, and
it is easier to debug problems [Standish] [Kirch]
[Petreley]. Sendmail is one of the few MTAs that
we know of that is exible enough to handle our



complicated con�guration requirements. Our alias
management system is complicated due to our large
size (we import alias information from many sources
to build our alias database). We have a �ne, robust
mail system via our UNIX servers. Why reinvent
the wheel when we can give NT users access to our
current wheel? Open protocols permit us to do just
that.

4.2 File Services

Depending on our customer needs, di�erent �le ser-
vice options are available. Some customers need ac-
cess only from NT, others only from UNIX, others
need to access their �les from both. We feel that
eventually all customers will need access from both;
even UNIX-only users will want to share data with
NT-only users.

NT clients access �le servers using the Common In-
ternet File System (CIFS) protocol [Leach] (which is
Microsoft's new name for the Server Message Block
(SMB) �le protocol [SMB].) UNIX clients use the
Network File System (NFS) [Stern] protocol. Some
�le servers support one or both of these protocols.
File servers come in all sizes from small to extremely
large. We feel at this time the �le service market-
place can be summarized as in Figure 1.

Large EMC
Auspex

Medium NetApp NetApp NetApp

Small Sun SAMBA NT Server

NFS-Only Both CIFS-Only

Figure 1: The File Server Market

For small-scale NT �le service, NT Server is appro-
priate. A UNIX Server is appropriate for small-scale
NFS service. If the data must be accessed by both, a
UNIX server running SAMBA [SAMBA] or Syntax
TotalNET [TAS] is �ne. We have multiple terabytes
of data and it almost always needs to be accessed
from both kinds of clients. Therefore those solutions
have been nearly phased out in the past year.

For medium-scale �le service with CIFS and NFS
we choose Network Appliance Filer (referred to as
the NetApp Filer) [Hitz1] dedicated �le servers. A
typical user has a directory on a NetApp Filer that
is exported via NFS for access from UNIX and as a
\share" available to NT systems. Some customers
have requested to have the share only be a portion
of their directory structure, usually a sub-directory
called \PC". We get this request less often now. We
are very happy with the NetApp Filers' ability to
solve the problem of integrating NT and UNIX. On
top of that we get snapshots, RAID and other fea-
tures. Performance is exceptional for NFS as well as
CIFS, almost dispelling the general perception that
CIFS's design prevents fast implementations from
existing.

Management of the NetApps is \free" since they ac-
cess NIS for UNIX account data and NT Domain for
NT account data. By keeping user names in sync,
these systems require very little new administration
tasks. The NetApp \does the right thing."

While the NetApp Filers are not inexpensive, we �nd
their total cost of ownership is on par with other
solutions. We occasionally price out an equivalent
PC-based server for comparison and generally �nd
the price per megabyte comparable after including
RAID and other features. Such a system would not
integrate NFS and CIFS as well, nor would per-
formance be as good. Also, with our UNIX back-
ground, we �nd the Network Appliance File Servers
easier to manage.

Our UNIX NIS con�guration is automated and in-
cludes home spun components that update our Ne-
tApps (see [Limoncelli] for complete details). In
fact, since the updates are automated as part of our
NIS push system, additional NetApps require nearly
zero additional work once it is included in our NIS
database of NetApps. We encourage each large (200-
400) group of customers to procure its own NetApp
Filer which we then manage.

Because each small group of customers procures its
own NetApp Filer, we have not had to evaluate so-
lutions for large amounts of data. We have a large
amount of data, but we have developed ways to man-
age it e�ciently as many medium chunks of data.



4.3 Backups

Backups must be reliable. They must be on stan-
dard tapes in a format that can be read even without
access to the backup software. To be cost e�ective
a single server must be able to back up many ma-
chines and daily human activity must be minimal
and simple.

We struggled with home grown solutions on our
UNIX systems for years often employing full- or
part-time sta� just to change tapes. Later we
adopted commercial software to gain quickly the
new features we needed: Robot controlled tape li-
brary/jukebox, better tape handling, ability to back
up non-UNIX systems, and enhanced index of tape
contents.

We selected BudTool from IntelliGuard [BudTool]
but other commercial products would serve our
needs. BudTool's di�erentiators are (1) tapes are
in UNIX \dump" format and therefore can be read
without BudTool; (2) excellent support for NetApps;
(3) use of the Network Data Management Protocol
(NDMP) [Stager] open standard for for backup sys-
tems to access �lesystems, tape drives, etc. over the
network. This permits our backup servers to back
up �le servers to local tape drives or to the tape
drives on other machines in the network.

BudTool is as complicated to manage as you make
it. We maintain a relatively simple con�guration
and four huge tape jukeboxes and libraries. We
have found their on-site support to be invaluable and
worth the expense.

We do not back up our desktop systems. Customers
know they are not to store data on them. We help
customers conform to this policy by providing su�-
cient network bandwidth and fast �le servers. That
is, we make it more appealing to keep data on the
server rather than being fascist about enforcing the
policy. If a desktop disk dies we can replace it
and reload the operating system and applications
in about an hour using AutoLoad [Fulmer]. NDMP
clients for NT are becoming available now so we are
re-evaluating our desktop backup policy.

4.4 Printing

We �nd that printing is constantly fraught with
problems due to printer jams and out of control print

jobs that need to be cancelled. Doesn't anyone just
print ASCII anymore? Network printing is fraught
with badly written protocol stacks on the client and
printer end.

In particular, most network printers prefer to have
only one machine talking to them at a time (this
de�es our de�nition of a \network printer" but this
is the reality we have to deal with). NT clients lose
a lot of printing features unless they are talking di-
rectly to NT servers. Our bias is to spool to some
central machine (or its hot standby) so that we have
a single point of control when jobs need to be can-
celled, etc.

Our solution is as follows: UNIX clients funnel jobs
to a UNIX print server using the LPD protocol
[RFC1179]. NT clients funnel jobs to an NT print
server using the native NT print protocols. The NT
print server funnels jobs to the UNIX print server
using LPD. The UNIX print server is the only ma-
chine that directly talks to printers.

The UNIX print server is a Sun Solaris 2.6 host
running LPRng [Powell] which is freely available
software. LPRng completely replaces the printing
system on Solaris, but is backwards compatible.
LPRng's strong point is that it compensates for the
broken LPR implementations frequently found in to-
day's network devices (both clients that send jobs to
it and the network printers that receive jobs). It con-
verts non-PostScript data into PostScript. It detects
and compensates for badly formatted PostScript
data. It also does a �ne job of accepting from and
sending to properly functioning LPD implementa-
tions.

Funneling all jobs to a single UNIX server means a
single spool to access when bad jobs need to be re-
moved. In fact, LPRng can be con�gured to permit
anyone to kill a job in the queue, something we do
since we trust our customers. We have one machine
spool the print jobs for each group of printers. This
machine is a single point of failure but many of our
UNIX compute servers can function as a stand-in
for our print spooler when needed. All of our con-
�guration �les refer to the spooler by a DNS alias
(CNAME) rather than the host's real name. If the
spooler dies, a simple change to the DNS will direct
all print jobs to a replacement machine.



4.5 Access to UNIX Hosts

Access to our UNIX servers is provided by Exceed
[Exceed], an X Windows package for NT. This essen-
tially turns the PC into a fully functioning X Ter-
minal. In fact, we have reduced the number of X
Terminals we purchase as a PC can cost about the
same, yet can run PC applications locally. In partic-
ular, Netscape runs much faster on a PC compared
to running it on a UNIX server and displaying it
elsewhere via X Windows (whether the �nal display
is on a PC or X Terminal.)

4.6 Internet/Intranet Services

Our standard desktops are loaded with Netscape's
web browser. Customers choose their own tools to
generate web pages; many prefer to use text editors
such as vi or emacs from the UNIX servers. For cus-
tomers that need collaborative document features,
we use Netscape Enterprise Server [NSES] which is
a Java-based application (and therefore runs on NT
and all UNIX platforms) that lets users edit pages,
lock/unlock them, use revision control, and control
who may/may not edit a �le. Because open pro-
tocols are used, our clients and servers can be of
di�erent platforms.

We choose UNIX for our web servers because man-
agement and scalability is critical. We securely mir-
ror our web sites using \Stage" [Ches] which is only
available on UNIX but is available to the public in
source code form. Customers that wish to have ex-
ternal web pages maintain them on an internal server
which is mirrored to the outside using \Stage". If
our external web server were broken into, we could
format the disks, reload the software, and \Stage"
would copy the web pages back into place.

Our web proxy/cache is a Netscape Proxy Server
[NSPS] running on a Sun Sparc Ultra running So-
laris 2.6. While we use a transparent �rewall [LMF]
(i.e. one that does not require SOCKS or other prox-
ies) users are encouraged to point their web browsers
at our web proxy because it caches web pages.

Most of our customers prefer to host their web pages
on our server. Customers with special requirements
run their own web servers from their desktops. If
tra�c to their web site becomes considerable, they
have the option of moving the data to a central
server which has better network connectivity. How-

ever many of our customers are developing small,
experimental CGI or Java applications and a per-
sonal web server suits their needs. In this case, they
choose which server they prefer to install and run.

Our Discussion/Bulletin Board (\groupware") ser-
vice is based on the Network News Transfer Proto-
col (NNTP) [RFC977], an open standard, so that
NT as well as UNIX clients may access it. It is
our pre-existing netnews server. Our netnews ser-
vice is provided using InterNetNews (INN) [Salz] on
a Sun Sparc Ultra with Sun On-line Disk Suite and
enough disk space to store a month of news (except
the \adult" stu�).

4.7 Calendar Management

There is a trend to do more team-based collabora-
tive work in Bell Labs. That means more meetings
than ever before. We now facilitate this process with
a shared calendar server. Since there are no rati-
�ed standards for calendar server/calendar client in-
teraction, we placed our bets on a vendor that we
believe will adopt the IETF standards as they are
born. We have an additional requirement that the
client must be available for Sun Solaris, SGI IRIX
and NT. This reduced our choices to Netscape Cal-
endar Server and Client. We run the server on a Sun
Solaris 2.6 server.

This is a recent addition to our network and so far we
are happy with the fact that NT, Solaris and IRIX
users can �nally share calendars. Our Palm Pilot
users are ecstatic with the interoperability.

4.8 Name Service and Account Admin-
istration

Our NT Domain service is provided by a pair of
NT servers which are our Primary Domain Con-
troller (PDC) and a Backup Domain Controller
(BDC). These machines are also our Windows In-
ternet Name Service (WINS) servers. We have \en-
gineered them for reliability" in stupid, brute force
ways because, unlike our UNIX servers, they can
not easily be remotely rebooted or maintained. For
example, installing new software often requires a re-
boot. Reliability is achieved by running no other
services on them. We are unhappy that reliability
has to be achieved this way. We are investigat-
ing other options: new software for UNIX servers



that turn them into PDCs; replacing NT Domain
all-together with Light-weight Directory Access Pro-
tocol (LDAP) [RFC2251], an open standard for di-
rectory services; and other options.

Domain Name Service (DNS) [RFC1035] and
Dynamic Host Con�guration Protocol (DHCP)
[RFC2131] services are provided by our existing
UNIX servers. We require authenticated logins
(single-use passwords via Hand Held Authentica-
tors) to these machines since so much depends on
DNS being reliable and authentic. For DHCP we use
ISC's free DHCP reference implementation [DHCP]
and are extremely happy with its exible con�gu-
ration �le format. We actually generate the con�g-
uration �le from our NIS data with a perl script.
SAs don't actually have to know how to modify the
DHCP database. They enter certain information
and a perl script generates the rest. We also use
the ISC \BIND" DNS software [BIND].

5 No \single log on" yet

As we mentioned earlier, we aim to simplify the com-
plex and delay implementing what we haven't yet
simpli�ed. The challenge of a single network login is
in that later category.

Currently every user has two accounts, a NT Domain
login and a UNIX (NIS) login. While other NT and
UNIX integration papers have focused on integrating
logins we saw it as a holy grail that would waste our
time if we pursued it.

We chose to use human discipline instead. That is,
our SAs know to always use the same user name for a
customer when creating their NT and UNIX logins.
That is, my NT Domain user name is \tal" and my
UNIX NIS login is also \tal". If I wish to change my
password, I must do it twice, once for each system.
(Or, I may choose to maintain separate passwords).

The ability of a NetApp to be programmed so that
that \tal" in UNIX is \tal" in NT means the prob-
lem of dual platform �le access is solved automati-
cally. (NetApp permits us to specify exceptions to
this rule if need be.) File permissions are handled
like magic based on which protocol the request came
from. That is, a request received by CIFS has NT
�le semantics and a request received by NFS has
UNIX (POSIX) semantics [Hitz2].

In hindsight, if an integrated NT and UNIX envi-
ronment simply means the same user name gets you
to the same set of �les then we achieved our goal
without trying. Thus demonstrating the superiority
of our \delay the complex" philosophy. We \missed
the bullet" on that one.

If you feel that we are rationalizing the fact that we
shirked our responsibility to achieve 100% perfect
integration we have two responses:

First, we invite you to interview our customers
who feel we have provided for the integration they
needed. If their needs are met, the features we didn't
complete aren't needed or we can surprise and de-
light them with such features when they do arrive.

Secondly, we could have spent the last two years
developing a single login system and not had time to
complete the other services we created. By the time
we would have been done, LDAP (an open standard)
has arrived. We would be left with a home-grown,
incompatible single-login system that would break
with every new release of NT and fewer of our other
services would be complete. Instead we have a solid
foundation to build on and are ready to embrace
the coming third party products based on the newly
developed standards. We are currently investigating
the new single-login options available to us.

6 Protocol Summary

Figure 2 summarizes each application, the protocol
selected, and the client and server used. We feel
we accomplished our open protocol goal as well as
possible given the challenges presented to us and
made compromises only when essential. For ex-
ample, while the CIFS protocol is relatively closed
(compared to, for example, NFS) it would not have
been cost e�ective to replace the �le service client
software on the NT systems. In this case, simplicity
suggested that we let clients use the protocol that
they use best rather than shoehorn them into a new
protocol. The ease of use features of NT's native
printing system forced us to use it on clients but only
to bring print jobs to a central machine that would
store the jobs then forward them using an open pro-
tocol. Some protocols were in-house (stage) while
others are experimental (the calendar-related proto-
cols). Overall, we were able to build the environment
we wanted and do so by using open protocols.



Application Protocol Open/Closed Preferred Client Server
E-mail Reading IMAP4 Open NS Mail Sun SIMS
E-mail Transport SMTP Open n/a Sendmail 8.8.8
File Service (UNIX) NFS Open Native UNIX OS NetApp ONTAP
File Service (NT) CIFS Closed Native NT OS NetApp ONTAP
File Backups NDMP Open NetApp, UNIX, etc. BudTool
Printing LPD / PostScript Open LPRng* LPRng
UNIX Access X / Telnet Open Exceed n/a
Web Access HTTP Open NS Communicator LMF Firewall
Web Servers HTTP Open NS Communicator NSES on UNIX
Web Mirroring Stage Free stage staged

Collaborative Publishing HTTP/FTP/Java Open NS Communicator NSES on UNIX
Bulletin Board NNTP Open many/any INN
Calendar Mgmt CAP, CIP, etc. Open NS Calendar NS Cal Server
Host Name Service DNS, DHCP Open n/a ISC DNS/DHCP
Login/Directory NT Domain Closed n/a NT

Figure 2: Summary of Protocols/Applications Used

7 Conclusion

We took a solid UNIX environment and layered NT
desktop services on top of it and created a rich,
tightly integrated environment of NT and UNIX
computers. It was critical to base our architecture
on open standards for protocols rather than speci�c
applications. We then could choose the server based
on our needs of reliability, scalability, and man-
ageability and let customers independently choose
their clients based on their needs of platform (NT
or UNIX), features and preferences. We selected
Sun Solaris (or other UNIX variant) or NetApp for
almost all of these back-end platforms. We only
resorted to NT Server for PDC's, BDC's and NT
Print Services. We provide support for the client
applications we have evaluated to be the best busi-
ness choice and require self-support for all others.
This encourages conformity to our recommendations
without being fascist. The result is an extremely
manageable, reliable and scalable NT desktop ser-
vice and extremely happy customers.
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